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Welding Fire Safety Concerns Conquered
Many production-welding operators envy
the productivity of their counterparts in the
machining industry. How can welders enjoy the
same efficiencies and output while maintaining
their reputation for quality finished goods?
Precision hydraulic clamping has proven
itself an indispensable tool in CNC milling,
drilling and boring environments. Parts
manufacturers produce thousands of parts
every day at unthinkable speeds, with customer
satisfying precision and effective cost control.
The engineers at Vickers Engineering in New
Troy, MI solved the challenge by applying their
expertise with hydraulic fixtures to a welding
application achieving terrific results.

The Challenge

Vickers Engineering contracted to produce
and assemble a ramp system used in a side
load van that serves persons with disabilities.
They produce a telescoping trolley and ramp
system that can extend to the curb from a
double-parked position and is part of the
vehicle frame. This unique assembly, supported
by the vehicle frame and curb, makes
passenger load/unload safer and easier.
Holding and positioning a 220-pound
assembly, that rotates 360°,
requires precise and accurate
clamping. Jeff Vickers, Vice
President of Engineering at
Vickers, added “there are 20
blanked and press braked
elements that must also be
welded to the finished
work piece.”

Go With What You Know

Mr. Vickers commented that “ we are very
happy with Vektek. We’ve got dozens and
dozens of tombstones with Vektek hydraulic
clamping on them and we have 10 new
tombstones with nothing but Vektek clamping.”
Accustomed to the productivity of
hydraulic clamping in their machining
operation, it was a natural fit to build them
into a welding fixture. The result of their efforts
is a Trunion Drive System allowing full robotic
access with major parts held in position by
Vektek hydraulic clamping.
Historically, welders have avoided the
use of hydraulic fixtures over fire safety
concerns. Vickers answers this concern with
a non-flammable hydraulic fluid. The
extremely precise and repeatable positioning
of hydraulic clamping in welding applications
brings confidence that automated systems
can run smoothly, weld without distortion
and meet customer turn-around and
quality requirements.

Call us, we
can help!

That’s a lot of
clamping to do!

800-992-0236
www.vektek.com

Not only do you want to
hold the parts securely; you
want accurate repeatable
positioning, and you want it
done quickly. Manual clamping
is not the best option in this
circumstance. Vickers chose to
use the reliability of Vektek
hydraulic clamping.

Jeff Vickers, Vice President of Engineering at Vickers Engineering, cited continuous
improvement processes at Vickers inspired engineers to convert many of the hand
clamps you see in our photo to power clamping.

NEW
The best workholding
Pressure Switch on the
market just got better...
Fluid Environment? Not a problem
for Vektek’s new Sealed Pressure Switch.
It protects against damage to the electric
connections in fluid environments. You can
be confident that your settings remain true
and your measurements accurate.

n

New sealed collar and
micro-switch designs makes
this switch ideal for use in 		
moisture environments.

n

New electrical sub-assembly uses
standard M8 connectors.

n

Superior cable connections that
withstand stress, seal securely and
are easily changed or serviced.

n

Switch tested well beyond
1,000,000 cycles.

n

Pressure range between
750 and 5000 psi.

n Electrical Rating
		 - 1 amp @ 28 VDC resistive
		 - 5 amp @ 125/250 VAC
n

Reset deadband: approximately 		
5% of the set pressure.

Low Profile
Steps Up To
TuffCam™
Technology
Vektek’s TuffCam™ Low Profile
Swing Clamps meet your demand for
speed, precise positioning, heavy arm
applications and clamping capacity
up to 7500 lbs. These Low Profile
tri-cam design clamps, with their
exclusive Cam Follower Seat, can
position and clamp in one second
or less, handle large arms with ease
and include the Clocking feature that
dramatically reduces the time it takes
to change arms for maintenance,
replacement or fixture setup.
One of the keys to this TuffCam™
innovation is the Cam Follower Ball
Seat that was developed to improve
strength and wear. Using the Vektek
patented V-Groove technology, a
stainless steel ball seat, and a stainless
steel spring, these clamps have
reduced static friction for improved
clamp breakaway and extended life.
Available in these body styles:
- Top Flange
- Top Flange Long Stroke (Double
		 Acting Only)
- Bottom Flange




Arm clocking feature uses 		
standard Low Profile Vektek arms.

 Three cams for more accurate 		
arm positioning,
smoother rotation,
and lower per
cam surface 		
contact pressure.
 Patented stainless
steel ball seat for improved rotary
function, cam follower contact,
and reduced dynamic and static
friction.
 Ball material of Tungsten carbide
 Single and double acting models
available. The Single Acting
models have increased 		
spring forces for positive return in
higher backpressure applications.




BHC™ (Black Hard Coating) on
the cylinder bodies helps prevent
scoring and scratching.
Standard fluorocarbon
wipers for improved
coolant compatibility.

Upgrade to TuffCam™
Step up to Tuffcam™ Technology
with our Low Profile Swing Clamp
Conversion Kit. If you have standard
Vektek Low Profile Top or Bottom
Flange units manufactured after
2004, you can upgrade your clamps
to TuffCam™ today. The conversion
brings you all of the speed and
strength benefits of TuffCam™ inside
your old models.

Call your Vektek
Customer Service
Specialist for
all the details.

800-992-0236

*Clocking feature is present on the plungers of these kits but may not be accurate on upgrades.
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3 Keys to Extending Pump Life
Fluid, Flush and Filter
Get More from
Pumps and Hydraulic
Clamping Components
Some simple steps taken can
extend the life of your pump and the
components it operates.

Fluid:

Starting with and keeping
hydraulic fluid clean is the key for a
smooth running system. Set a schedule
to change fluids and flush the entire
system to prevent inconvenient and
expensive pump and/or
component replacement.

Flush:

Basic Filter

Flush the system, change the fluid,
and clean the reservoir every time you
change fluid type. We recommend
a full system flush at least annually.

Filter:

Use the return line filter kit with
our Medium Capacity Pumps in
moderate to extreme contamination
environments. We also offer Basic
Filters, In-line Filters and Filter Screens
that you can add to your system for
long running trouble free operation.

In-line
Filter

Filters

Help keep your system clean ...

Filter
Screen

Return Line Filter for
Medium Capacity Pump
(if oil is milky you
need one of these)

TuffCam™ Gets an Extra Drill
Point for Even More Efficient
Arm Change Out
Standardized Arm Clocking Feature machined on all TuffCam™Swing Clamps,
dramatically reduces the time it takes to change arms for maintenance, replacement,
or setup. This innovation eliminates the need for expensive special swing clamps and
moves cost effective user modifications to the clamp arms.
Drill points reside 120° apart. Access to the positioning feature is through
the back or side of the arm, making clamp arm change a snap for users. Each arm
position can have its own specification.
Standard product now has 4 drill points 90° apart.

TuffCam™ Arm Clocking Feature
Drill points shown in the clamped position.
3 Clocking features 120° apart

1334 East 6th Avenue
Emporia, KS 66801

Call us, we are the...

Precision Hydraulic
Clamping Specialists

800-992-0236
sales@vektek.com
www.vektek.com

Low Profile Steps Up To
TuffCam™ Technology
 Tougher Cams
 Stronger Single
Acting Springs
 Precise Swing Angle
 Top and Bottom
Flange Body
 Arm Clocking Feature
 Available in inch and
metric measures
 5000 lb (22 kN) and
7500 lb (33 kN) capacities

Call Us! 800-992-0236

